DIY PVC Pipe Boat Powered By A Small Motor

When I saw this awesome boat building tutorial it made me realize something - we don't do nowhere near enough posts about boats, boat building and fishing etc. That will change! Anyway whether for fishing/pleasure or emergency preparedness etc, if you need a cheap super lightweight boat, you've come to the right place.

When I say cheap, how does $95 sound? $95 is obviously just for the boat, but you can purchase the awesome Minn Kota Endura C2 30 Trolling Motor (30" Shaft) for just $93 on Amazon. It has 4.8/5 from 165 reviews! $190 for a boat and the motor, sounds good to me, and you also get the satisfaction that you built it yourself! Check out the tutorial below for a full parts list and step-by-step build tutorial.
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